The present article introduces a new method to solve the radiative transfer equation (RTE) 
Introduction
During the last century numerous approximation methods for the calculation of radiation heat transfer were proposed. Acceptable numerical methods are accurate, easy to apply to complex geometries, and have the ability to deal with real radiation problems. Furthermore, the calculation methods should be computationally efficient in terms of memory usage and processing time. Extensive overviews of available methods are given by Viskanta and Mengüc ͓1͔, Mishra and Prasad ͓2͔ and recently by Viskanta ͓3͔. Virtually all of the generally applicable methods are based on the solution of the radiative transfer equation ͑RTE͒, a first-order integrodifferential equation. These solution methods need to account for the spatial and the angular dependence of the radiative intensity. Regarding the angular dependence, the discrete ordinates method ͑DOM͒ ͓4͔ and the spherical harmonics ͑P N ͒ approximation ͓5͔ have attracted great attention.
In the DOM the governing equations are easy to derive, the extension to high-order angular approximations is straightforward, and it may be readily applied to complex geometries. Because of these advantages, the DOM has evolved as a standard solution method of the RTE. However, the DOM has several shortcomings, perhaps the most important one being the "ray effect" ͓6͔: In cases with strongly confined radiation sources the integral quantities of radiation transport, e.g., the radiative heat flux, are over-and underestimated for distinct directions. The DOM solves the RTE for a set of discrete directions and the integral quantities are calculated by a weighted sum ͑quadrature͒ of the distinct solutions afterwards. This approach is the origin of the ray effect. The usage of higher order quadratures may mask it, but one must be aware that ray effects are inherent to the DOM and also to the derived methods like the finite volume method ͓7,8͔. As a remedy for mitigating the ray effect the modified discrete ordinate method ͓9͔ was proposed. However, this method has significant restrictions regarding its general applicability.
In the P N -approximation the angular dependence of the radiation intensity is expanded into a series of associated Legendre polynomials ͓10͔. Mostly, the series is truncated to the P 1 -approximation, seldom a P 3 -approximation is used. The origin of this restriction is the serious deficiency of the P Napproximations: The formulation of the boundary conditions is not straightforward and is tedious for general geometries and high-order approximations. Recently, Modest and Yang ͓11͔ published a concise derivation of the equations and the related boundary conditions for high-order P N -approximations. This may stimulate the usage of P 3 and higher approximations in the future, but the mathematical formulation is still demanding.
These observations have led us to the development of an alternative treatment of the angular dependence in the RTE. Starting out from the second-order even-parity ͑EP͒ equation ͓12͔ of radiative transport, we derived a finite element discretization of the angular and the spatial domain. This approach enables a continuous representation of the angular dependence of the radiative intensity and hence eliminates ray effects rigorously. Since the mathematical formulation is independent in the selection of the basis functions used for the spatial and the angular finite elements, the extension of the method to high-order approximations is straightforward. This approach has evolved in the early days in the context of the neutron transport equation ͓13,14͔, but has received only little attention in the heat transfer community. The authors have adopted the method for solving the radiative heat transfer ͑RHT͒ equation as recently proposed by Becker et al. ͓15͔ . Comparable methods were lately published by Coelho ͓16͔, Pontaza and Reddy ͓17͔, Cui and Li ͓18͔, and Widmer and Hiptmair ͓19͔. 
Derivation of the Equations

Radiative Transfer Equation.
Considering an arbitrary volume V filled with a gray emitting-absorbing, isotropically scattering media, the balance of radiative intensity I͑r , s͒ along a direction s is given by the radiative transfer equation
where ␣, ␤, and indicate the absorption, the extinction, and the scattering coefficient. I b is the blackbody intensity, which is related to the temperature T of the medium by
͑2͒
If the boundary A of the enclosure is assumed as black and nonreflecting, the intensity I͑r , s͒ at the boundary is
for all outward directions s. Equation ͑1͒ together with Eq. ͑3͒ constitutes a first-order initial value problem. Since this first-order equation is of the hyperbolic type, the stability and the accuracy of the numerical method may be critical and the numerical solution procedure requires provisions like the marching technique. In the current work the problem, as defined by Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑3͒, is converted into an equivalent second-order boundary value problem of the parabolic type. This transformation is done by the EP formulation of radiative transfer, which was derived in context of the neutron transport equation ͓20͔ and was adopted to the RTE by Song and Park ͓12͔.
Even-Parity Formulation.
In the EP formulation the radiative intensity I͑r , s͒ is expressed as a sum of a directional, even-symmetric quantity ⌿͑r , s͒, and a directional, oddsymmetric quantity ⌳͑r , s͒ I͑r,s͒ = 1 2 ͓⌿͑r,s͒ + ⌳͑r,s͔͒ ͑4͒ with ⌿͑r,s͒ = I͑r,s͒ + I͑r,− s͒ ͑ 5a͒
By using the EP formulation the radiative transfer is fully defined by the calculation of ⌿͑r , s͒ and ⌳͑r , s͒ in one arbitrary half of the solid angle. This can be easily shown by evaluating the radiative heat flux q͑r͒ and the incident radiation G͑r͒
I͑r,s͒d⍀ ͑6b͒
Substituting I͑r , s͒ as given by Eq. ͑4͒ into Eqs. ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒ and using the symmetry properties of ⌿͑r , s͒ and ⌳͑r , s͒, the integration in Eqs. ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒ can be restricted to 1/2 of the solid angle q͑r͒ = Formulating Eq. ͑1͒ for the two directions s and −s, adding and subtracting the resulting equations and substituting Eqs. ͑5a͒ and ͑5b͒, a system of coupled differential equations in ⌿͑r , s͒ and ⌳͑r , s͒ is obtained
Solving Eq. ͑8b͒ for the odd quantity ⌳͑r , s͒
and inserting Eq. ͑9͒ in Eq. ͑8a͒, the following second-order differential equation
͑10͒
of radiative transfer is derived. Contrary to the initial value problem, as defined in Sec. 2.1, the EP equation needs a boundary condition for the inward and the outward directions. These boundary conditions can be deduced from Eq. ͑3͒ by replacing the intensity I͑r , s͒ with Eq. ͑4͒ and using the symmetry properties of ⌿͑r , s͒ and ⌳͑r , s͒. Following this path, the boundary condition
is obtained. With Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ the radiative transfer is transformed to a second-order differential equation of the parabolic type. The use of this second-order boundary value problem instead of the firstorder initial value problem enables one to adopt the standard Galerkin approach, which provides unconditional stability, to solve the RTE.
Weak Solution.
A common procedure for the derivation of the governing equations of the Galerkin finite element method ͑FEM͒ is the application of the weighted residual method ͓21͔.
In this method the differential equation is multiplied by a weight function W͑r , s͒ and the integrated residual is set to zero. In the traditional approach this integration is restricted to the spatial domain, and the directional dependence is addressed by the DOM ͓22͔. Here, the directional and the spatial dependence are approximated by means of the FEM. Therefore, the integration includes both, the angular and spatial, domains.
The weighted residual approach is written as
͑12͒
Using Green's theorem and integrating the second-order derivative by parts, leads to the so-called weak formulation of the EP equation
where the integration over the boundary A is used to fulfill the boundary condition Eq. ͑11͒. The boundary condition is integrated in Eq. ͑13͒ by solving Eq. ͑11͒ for
and replacing the integrand in the area term in Eq. ͑13͒. This leads to the integral equation
which is the starting point for the following finite element discretization.
Finite Element Formulation.
For the discretization of Eq. ͑15͒ and the derivation of the algebraic linear system by means of finite elements two formulations are suitable. On the one hand, the equations may be discretized by using elemental basis functions to approximate the solution and the weighting function as a series expansion locally. Afterwards the global system is constructed by superposition of the elemental contributions. This approach is often used, since it is the most convenient for implementing the finite element method in a computer code. On the other hand, the derivation of the algebraic system may be achieved by using globally defined basis functions. For the present purpose it is more advantageous to use the global approach, since it results in a formulation, which is much easier to compare with the DOM or the P N -approximations. Later on, the separation of the globally defined functions into the elemental contributions will be examined in a brief manner.
By introducing the angular approximation, the EP quantity ⌿͑r , s͒ is written as
and the weight function W͑r , s͒ is
where the spatial dependence of ⌿͑r , s͒ and W͑r , s͒ is still unknown. Hence, the coefficients ⌿ n ͑r͒ and W n ͑r͒ are just spatially dependent coefficients of the angular basis function ⌽ n ͑s͒. The choice of suitable angular basis functions is limited by two restrictions: They must be linearly independent and they must also be square integrable over the angular domain. These requirements are fulfilled by every piecewise defined function of any order. Inserting the expansions ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ into the weighted residual Eq. ͑15͒, a system of M ⍀ equations
with the coefficients
is obtained. Equation ͑18͒ constitutes a linear system for the determination of the coefficients ⌿ n ͑r͒ in the angular domain, where the spatial dependence is left to later analysis. Clearly, the choice of the basis functions determines the pattern of sparsity in the matrices. If, e.g., piecewise constant, nonoverlapping basis functions are used, all off-diagonal terms in the matrix are zero and a system of equations similar to the one derived by the DOM will be obtained ͓14͔. On the other hand, if high-order polynomials defined in the whole angular domain are chosen, a system of equations comparable to the P N -approximation will be derived. For the subsequent analysis, piecewise linear basis functions with compact support are applied for the angular approximation and, as a result, all off-diagonal terms marking adjacent nodes are nonzero.
The fully, spatially, and angularly, discretized algebraic equation for the RHT problem, as defined by Eq. ͑15͒, is derived by substituting a suitable approximation for the coefficients ⌿ n ͑r͒ in Eq. ͑18͒. Again, the unknowns are expanded into a series of globally defined basis functions, here in the spatial domain ⌽ p ͑r͒. With
the approximations of the EP quantity
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and the weight function
are deduced as a product of basis functions for the direction s and position r. Substituting Eqs. ͑20a͒ and ͑20b͒ into Eq. ͑18͒, one equation of the resultant linear system in position and direction reads:
with matrix elements
and source term
Equation ͑23͒ defines the linear system
with an underlying block structure where the angular equations Eq. ͑18͒ are embedded in the system defined by the spatial approximation ͑Fig. 1͒. With results calculated from the solution of Eq. ͑26͒, the incident radiation Eq. ͑7b͒ is calculated from
and the heat flux Eq. ͑7a͒ is given by
As stated earlier the most convenient way of implementing the finite element method in a computer code is by adding the global coefficients from the elemental contributions. In order to do this, the angular domain ⍀ and the spatial domain V are decomposed in nonoverlapping elements ⍀ e and V e in such a way that
and
With these subdivisions the global angular and spatial basis functions are split into the elemental parts
and hence the coefficients can be calculated by restricting the integrations to the elements V e and ⍀ e . Afterwards, the elemental coefficients are added according to the continuity requirements as defined by Eqs. ͑31a͒ and ͑31b͒.
Angular Discretization and Definition of the Basis
Functions. Up to this point, no assumptions about the nature of the basis functions other than those at the beginning of Sec. 2.4 were made. As stated earlier, piecewise angular functions are used in the subsequent calculations. Consequently, the definition of the basis functions requires two steps: First, the elemental decomposition of the solid angle, and second, the definition of the elemental basis functions on those elements.
To perform the angular decomposition, meshes based on octahedrons were used, even if simpler schemes, e.g., the classical longitudinal/latitudinal subdivisions, are available. The reason for this choice is the symmetry under rotations of / 2 and the nearly equally sized angular elements of the octahedral meshes. According to the principles for the construction of quadratures for use with the DOM, these attributes are believed to be crucial for the accuracy of numerical results ͓23͔.
The angular meshes are constructed in the following way. Starting out from an octahedron inscribed in the unit sphere with the vertices placed on the coordinate axes, the edges of the basic planar triangles are subdivided into N equal parts by N − 1 new nodes. Afterwards the nodes are connected by lines parallel to the edges of the basic triangles leading to a finer triangular grid. On each intersection of the connecting lines, additional nodes are placed. An example of this triangulation of order N = 2 is presented in Fig. 2 . The spherical grid is built afterwards by projecting the triangulation onto the unit sphere ͑Fig. 2͒. Following this procedure, grids with M ⍀ = 6,18,38, . . . ,͑4N 2 + 2͒ ͑ 32͒ nodes and 8 , 32, 72, . . . , 8N 2 elements are obtained. It should be emphasized that the procedure described here sub- divides the whole solid angle, even though the application of the EP formulation requires only the partitioning of one arbitrary half of the solid angle. This reduction to the half angle is readily obtained by splitting the mesh at, e.g., the equatorial plane.
The basis functions in solid angle are defined by the parameterization of planar triangles, since the definition of general functions on spherical triangles is not achievable. If the vertices of a planar triangle are denoted by r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , each point r in the planar triangle may be described by the barycentric coordinate system as
A point r on the planar triangle is assigned to a point s on the spherical triangle by
By inverting Eq. ͑33͒ and inserting Eq. ͑34͒, s is represented by a unique parameterization ␥ i
where the distance ͉r͉ of the point on the planar triangle to the origin is unknown. Noting that the planar triangle is part of the plane with the normal form
where r i is one of the vertices of the planar triangle and the normal vector is given by
the norm ͉r͉ is expressed by the points in the spherical triangle by inserting Eq. ͑34͒ in Eq. ͑36͒
Using this result, Eq. ͑35͒ is a function
of the points on the spherical triangle or the direction s. By using Eq. ͑39͒ each basis function
defined on the planar triangle may be used as basis function
of the direction s. By noting that the restriction
in Eq. ͑33͒ requires ␥ 3 =1−␥ 1 − ␥ 2 , it is obvious that the inverse of Eq. ͑33͒ directly defines the commonly used linear basis function on the planar triangle and, hence, Eq. ͑39͒ defines the equivalent linear function on the spherical triangle.
Results and Discussion
Based on the theoretical and analytical considerations described previously, computer codes have been developed that are able to simulate one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and threedimensional RHT problems. While the one-dimensional code is implemented using the MATLAB ͓24͔ environment, the multidimensional codes are implemented in the C programming language. For the results to be discussed subsequently, linear basis functions in the spatial domain and linear basis functions in the angular domain were used as defined by Eq. ͑39͒. The angular discretizations were obtained from different stages of refinement of the octahedron and are labeled as "SAFE M ⍀ ," where M ⍀ is the number of nodes of the mesh in the total solid angle as given by Eq. ͑32͒ and SAFE is an acronym for solid angle finite element. The coefficients of the angular linear system Eq. ͑18͒ were calculated by numerical integration, where each spherical triangle is subdivided in a number of smaller triangles and a Newton-Cotes quadrature is employed in the subtriangles. A criterion for the accuracy of the integration was the total sum of the distinct coefficients, which must conform to the analytical values of the wellknown angular moments ͓23͔. Solutions of the linear system of equations were calculated by the stabilized conjugate gradient method from van der Vorst ͓25͔. To compare the proposed method to well-established methods, computer codes based on the same spatial finite element code using the EP-DOM ͓26͔ together with the level symmetric hybrid ͑LSH͒-quadratures ͓27͔, and the P 1 -approximation ͓28͔ with Marshak's boundary conditions were developed.
In order to assess the performance of the method, benchmarks were computed and compared with the exact solution. These benchmarks are commonly used to analyze the performance of a computational solution technique for the RTE ͓16,22͔. In all cases the incident radiation, Eq. ͑27͒, and the radiative heat flux, Eq. ͑28͒, were calculated. For the assessment of the accuracy the errors are quantified by the root mean square ͑rms͒ defined as
͑43͒
In the following, test cases with highly simplified geometries were investigated, for which analytical solutions are available. The application of the method to more realistic three-dimensional geometries has been reported recently ͓15͔.
Test Case A: Emitting and Absorbing Plane-Parallel
Medium. An emitting and absorbing plane-parallel medium with prescribed temperature bounded by black, cold walls was investigated as a first test case. This problem is attractive since the analytical solution is easily calculated to arbitrary precision, and it allows to obtain a first impression of the fundamental quality of the approximation method.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the net heat flux q and the incident radiation G are plotted as calculated by the finite element method for optical thicknesses L = 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0. In each case, the temperature of the medium was equivalent to I b =1/ . Because of the symmetry of the problem, the figures show only 1/2 of the solution domain. The analytical solutions are calculated from the equations given in the textbook by Modest ͓28͔.
While the finite element method predicts the net radiative heat flux with good accuracy for all stages of refinement of the angular mesh and optical thicknesses L, the predicted incident radiation Independent of the optical thickness the intensity in directions parallel to the walls is I͑z ,0͒ = I b . In the optically thick case approximately the same intensity is obtained independent of the direction for locations far enough from the walls. Approaching the cold walls, the intensity in either the upper or the lower hemisphere will drop rapidly to zero. From this observation the values for ⌿ in the EP equation may be deduced. With Eq. ͑4͒ and the symmetry properties of ⌿, the value ⌿͑z͒ =2/ can be derived for all directions in the symmetry plane z = L / 2. Using again Eq. ͑4͒, the direction independent value ⌿͑z , ͒ =1/ , for 0, can be derived for positions in the vicinity of the walls. A directional dependence of ⌿ can only be observed at positions between the symmetry plane and the wall. There, ⌿ decreases smoothly from 2 / to 1 / for directions perpendicular to the wall, while ⌿͑z , ͒ for directions nearly parallel to the wall displays a steep gradient in the close vicinity to the boundary. Summarizing these considerations, it can be concluded that in the optically thick case a moderate number of angular nodes is sufficient, but a small spatial element size is necessary. This conclusion is confirmed by the rms values calculated from the predicted net heat fluxes and incident radiation as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. It is obvious that the lowestorder angular discretization does not yield a satisfactory accuracy and the rms rapidly converges toward a limit when refining the spatial grid. As expected, the refinement of the spatial grid has a strong major influence on the accuracy of the solution, provided the angular discretization is fine enough.
The opposed characteristics can be found for the optically thin case. In the symmetry plane the intensity normal to the walls is I͑z , Ϯ 1͒Ϸ͑LI b ͒ / 2. It increases for → 0 exponentially toward the limit I͑z ,0͒ = I b . When approaching the upper wall, the intensity I͑z ,0͒ remains constant and I͑L ,1͒ is twice the value in the symmetry plane. According to Eq. ͑4͒ and the symmetry properties of ⌿, this implies that ⌿͑z , ͒ is nearly independent of the position inside the medium and decreases only for directions near = 0 approximately to the half. Therefore, the spatial element size plays a less significant role. These assumptions are confirmed by the results of the finite element calculations presented in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the finite element approximation is not capable of predicting the incident radiation with an error less than 40% in the case of a coarse angular mesh. Only with the refinement of the angular grid satisfactory predictions can be obtained. This is verified by the results plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. Obviously, an improvement of the quality of the prediction is only possible with refinement of the angular mesh and an influence of the spatial grid size is not observed.
Comparison to the DOM and the P 1 -Approximation.
For comparison of the finite element method with the well-established DOM and P 1 -approximation the same test case was calculated using these methods. The rms values obtained from these approximations are tabulated in Table 1 , together with the results obtained from the SAFE method. Comparison of the rms reveals that the SAFE outperforms the DOM for all angular discretizations. In the optically thin case, L = 0.1, and the optical intermediate case, L = 1.0, the SAFE 38 with 38 angular nodes predicts the heat flux and the incident radiation with comparable accuracy to the DOM with the S 10 quadrature ͑120 nodes͒. A very different behavior is found in the optically thick case. Here, the two coarsest angular grids predict the radiative heat flux with an accuracy comparable to the S 4 and S 6 DOM. If angular meshes with more nodes are used, the rms reaches a limiting value ͑see Fig. 5͒ and the results obtained with the DOM simulations are of higher quality than those calculated by the finite element method. The rms values of the incident radiation as calculated by the finite element method are always lower than the rms values calculated by the DOM.
The effect of the optical thickness on the accuracy of the SAFE, the DOM, and the P 1 was investigated from the calculations as presented in Fig. 8 . In this figure the rms is plotted versus the optical thickness for two spatial discretizations. It can be seen that the SAFE ensures better results than the two other angular discretization methods provided the spatial grid is fine enough. If not, the prediction error increases linearly with increasing optical thickness. The same behavior is found for the DOM, but with the DOM the increase in the error starts at larger optical thicknesses as compared with the finite element method.
A second criterion besides accuracy is computational time needed by a solution method. Table 4 tabulates the CPU time required for the solution of the linear systems resulting from the DOM, the P 1 , and the SAFE. For absorbing and emitting media the SAFE needs, in general, more CPU time in optically thin cases than in optically thick cases. This is not surprising since the FEM for parabolic second-order equations gives rise to coefficient matrices with a condition number inversely proportional to the square of the effective mesh width. Furthermore, the typical convergence rates of conjugate gradient methods are proportional to the root of the condition number ͓21͔. Summarizing this, convergence rates directly proportional to the inverse of the optical thickness can be expected. Compared with the DOM, the SAFE method needs notably larger computational resources in the thinner media. Here the low convergence rate combined with the larger number of unknowns strongly increases runtime. In the optically thick case, the CPU times of the DOM and the SAFE are of comparable order. However, it should be remembered that in all cases the SAFE provides better accuracy than the DOM at a given number of angular nodes; hence, runtime increase may be less significant.
Test Case B: Isotropically Scattering, Nonabsorbing
Plane-Parallel Medium. In this test case the RHT in a nonabsorbing, isotropically scattering medium was considered. The wall at z = 0 was held at a temperature equivalent to the blackbody intensity I b =1/ and the wall at z = L was assumed black and cold. The test case was calculated for three optical thicknesses, L = 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0. Since the medium is gray, this problem is physically equivalent to radiative equilibrium where the divergence of the radiative heat flux is zero. Highly accurate solutions for this test case are available from the studies of Heaslet and Warming ͓29,30͔.
Again, the test cases were calculated with multiple subdivisions of the octahedron. The predicted net heat fluxes and incident radiation are tabulated in Table 2 and depicted in Fig. 9 , respectively. Because of the symmetry of the problem, Fig. 9 shows only 1/2 of the domain. As in the absorbing and emitting case, the usage of coarser angular grids results in a large error for the optically thin case. In all other cases the predictions of the incident radiation are good. The results in Table 2 indicate that even the angular approximation SAFE 6 with six angular nodes predicts the net heat flux within a deviation of 0.9-0.4% from the expected values depending on the optical thickness. The results of all other angular discretizations are much closer to the analytical results. Again, the rms of the net heat flux and incident radiation were calculated for the predictions obtained from different angular discretizations and for different refinements of the spatial grid. These rms values are plotted in Fig. 10 for the net heat flux and in Fig.  11 for the incident radiation. Similar to the absorbing-emitting, it is obvious that the error in the prediction of the incident radiation is more dependent on the spatial mesh than in the prediction of the net heat flux. Starting out from a coarse angular and a coarse spatial mesh, only the refinement of both, the spatial and the angular, grids together improves the accuracy of the calculation of G. However, for all angular discretizations the rms rapidly approaches a limiting value, and further spatial refinement does not enhance the solution quality; though, an anomaly arises for the finest angular grid. First, the refinement of the spatial grid decreases the rms, then a minimum value of the rms is reached and with further refinement, the error increases slightly above the rms values of the next coarser angular grid. The reason for this behavior may be found in the interaction of the errors caused by the spatial and the angular discretizations.
The two sources of error seem to balance each other for coarse grids, but with the refinement of the angular and spatial discretizations the compensation effect is reduced. For comparison of the finite element method with the DOM and the P 1 -approximation the heat fluxes computed with these methods are also listed in Table 2 . Additionally, the rms values for the predictions obtained by the DOM and the P 1 are tabulated in Table 3 . Again, the SAFE method guarantees superior accuracy compared with both other methods. In the optically thin case, the octahedral mesh with 38 angular nodes is capable to achieve better accuracy than the DOM S 10 with 120 directions. For = 1.0 and = 2.0 the gap between the methods is smaller, but usage of the SAFE method still ensures a lower rms.
The CPU times needed in this test case are tabulated in Table 4 . As observed in the emitting and absorbing medium, the computational time needed by the SAFE decreases with increasing optical thickness. However, compared with the absorbing and emitting media the runtime is increased for angular meshes with a large number of nodes, which is a consequence of the increased number of floating point operations per solver iteration due to the fully occupied angular system in the presence of scattering. In contrast, the runtime of the DOM increases with increasing optical thickness, which is a well-known effect of the outer iteration used in the DOM implementation to update the radiative source term in the RTE ͓22͔. This results in a substantially larger computational effort in the optically intermediate and thick cases compared with the SAFE method.
Test Case C:
Emitting and Absorbing TwoDimensional Medium. In this section the SAFE method, the EP-DOM, and the P 1 -approximation were applied to a twodimensional, rectangular enclosure with cold, black walls and filled with an absorbing and emitting medium. The medium was maintained at an emissive power of unity everywhere, i.e., the medium is isothermal. The "exact" solution was calculated by a modified exchange factor method. For the approximate methods, the enclosure was discretized with a grid of 20ϫ 20 bilinear elements. Calculations were performed for optical thicknesses L Figures 12 and 13 show the radiative heat fluxes at the top of the two-dimensional enclosure for an optical thickness L = 0.1 and L = 1.0, respectively. The incident radiation at the centerline y = 0.5 is presented in Figs. 14 and 15. In both cases the finite element solutions are able to predict the expected heat flux q and incident radiation G with satisfactory accuracy. As in the onedimensional case the incident radiation calculated from SAFE with coarse angular grids differs considerably from the exact values in the optically thin medium. The reason for this deviation may be directly understood from the discussion for the onedimensional case. As pointed out there, the intensity in optically thin media is strongly dependent on direction. Hence, increased coupling between different directions in a low-order approximation has a negative influence on the accuracy. This fact is clearly confirmed by comparison of the results of the SAFE with the results obtained from the P 1 -approximation and the DOM, as depicted in Fig. 14 . While the SAFE 18 and the P 1 cannot reproduce the profile of the incident radiation, the S 4 DOM represents the expected distribution fairly well. Furthermore, the gradient of the incident radiation nearby the walls is greatly underpredicted by the SAFE and the P 1 . This could be due to the Marshak boundary conditions used by both of these methods. In contrast, the DOM, which uses Marshak-like boundary conditions, calculates the incident radiation in the vicinity of the walls much better. Consequently, a comparative study of the boundary conditions applied to the angular finite element method is desired for the future.
The rms values calculated according to Eq. ͑43͒ are tabulated in Table 4 . Again, the SAFE predicts the heat flux with better accuracy as compared with the two other angular approximation methods considered here. In the case of incident radiation the approximations obtained from the DOM are less error-prone than the results from the angular FEM for optically thin media, as can be expected from the discussion above. In the optically intermediate case, e.g., L = 1.0, the coarser angular meshes SAFE 18 and SAFE 38 perform less well than the S 4 and the S 6 approximations with comparable numbers of angular directions. Nearly always the much simpler P 1 -approximation is outperformed by the two other angular approximation methods. Table 4 lists the CPU times needed for the calculations by the FEM, the DOM, and the P 1 . Just as observed for the onedimensional test cases, the runtime decreases with increasing optical thickness for all methods. Particularly in the optically thin case the CPU usage of the SAFE rises rapidly with the increasing 
Test Case D:
Purely Isotropically Scattering TwoDimensional Medium. In this test case the radiative transfer in an isotropically scattering, nonabsorbing two-dimensional medium was considered. The medium was exposed to diffuse irradiation I = T 4 / incident at y = 0. Since this problem is known to emphasize ray effects ͓9͔, it is routinely studied as a benchmark for the DOM. Highly accurate approximations of the radiative heat flux and the source terms for this test case were tabulated by Crosbie and Schenker ͓31͔. Figure 16 shows the net heat flux at the top wall for several SAFE solutions together with the DOM approximations, the P 1 , and the results from Crosbie and Schenker ͓31͔. It is clearly visible that the DOM is prone to ray effects in this setup. Hence, the S 4 DOM solution deviates up to 30% from expected values and cannot capture the expected heat flux profile. Using an S 8 quadrature with 80 directions minimizes the ray effect, but does not eliminate it. In contrast, both methods using continuous functions for the approximation of the angular dependence, SAFE and P 1 , do not suffer from ray effects. Even the lowest-order SAFE, the SAFE 18 with 18 directions, is capable of predicting the heat flux without any ray effect within a deviation of 7%. By increasing the number of angular nodes the predictions obtained from the finite element approximation approach the exact values. However, the SAFE 102 method does not predict the heat flux closer to the exact values than the SAFE 66 approximation, an effect that has been observed in the one-dimensional case as well. From the results obtained there, it can be concluded that further improvement of the prediction is only available from the refinement of the angular and the spatial grids together.
The incident radiation G on the centerline of the enclosure is depicted in Fig. 17 . Again, the DOM is affected by the ray effect, independent of the angular quadrature used. As observed in the predictions of the radiative heat flux no ray effect occurs in the angular finite element method and the P 1 -approximation. However, the finite element method calculates the incident radiation with a smaller error nearby the walls than the P 1 .
Conclusion
In the present paper a new and promising solution technique is presented for the radiative heat transfer equation. Starting out from the even-parity formulation, a finite element discretization is applied to the angular and the spatial domains. The mathematical formulation of the angular discretization is general in the sense that nearly arbitrary angular basis functions may be used. In the present work, the angular dependence was treated by a series expansion of piecewise linear basis functions defined on subdivisions of an octahedron. This approach enables a sound derivation of angular approximations with high order. For the assessment of the solution capabilities the convergence characteristics of the spatial and the angular refinement were inspected in onedimensional test cases. These tests revealed the high accuracy of the present method compared with the commonly used discrete ordinate method and the P 1 -approximation. The application of the proposed method to two-dimensional test cases demonstrated the advantageous attributes in higher dimensional calculations as well. Unfavorable may be the somewhat larger runtime of the new method, particularly in optically thin media. Most notably is the ability of the new method to avoid ray effects efficiently, as was demonstrated in a two-dimensional medium exposed to diffuse radiation.
Even though the method was presented and formulated here only for gray media, the incorporation of typical spectral models is straightforward.
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